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California treasurer
candidate visits Poly

A. Senate approves
resolution altering
audit grading policy

life.”
Brown’s family useful
Brown’s pro-bond position op
political history Tom
poses current State Treasurer
Hayes’ view that the state
isBy Glenn
‘an advantage’
should cut down on the amount
Horn
of bond passages for fear of
staff Writar

California’s Democratic can
didate for State Treasurer made
a campaign stop at a Cal Poly
political science class Monday to
discuss her bid for office.
Cathleen Brown, sister of
former governor of California
Jerry Brown, spoke firmly about
her stands on education bond
acts and environmental issues.
She also related personally her
difficulties as a woman with
political aspirations.
Brown said she supports a
master plan that would acceler
ate the sale of bonds and thus
encourage the passage of more
bond acts. Such acts include one
for higher education, which
would help to finance Cal Poly’s
proposed Recreation Center and
Performing Arts Building.
“When you issue Iwnds for
capital facilities,” Brown said,
“you’re talking about an in
vestment th a t... will have a long.

becoming too far in debt.
‘To say in the abstract we can
only afford ‘x’ billion or million is
penny-wise, pound-foolish and
ignoring the growth that is com
ing to this state,” Brown said.
‘This state has not built,”
Brown said. “It has not invested,
and it has not taken care of you
(California citizens).”
As with other politicians.
Brown is openly sensitive to en
vironmental issues and said that
she will invest in companies that
adhere to the Valdez E^nciples, a
set of evironmental guidelines
derived from the mcgor Exxon oil
spill in Alaska last year.
The reason the environment is
an investment criteria “is not
just because it is a socially dogood thing to do,” Brown said.
‘The reason I think it is impor
tant is because it will add to the
bottom line in the investment
shareholder’s return."
Brown also said she is regard

By Sabrina L. Garcia
staff Writer

Cathleen Brown

ed differently because she is a
woman candidate trying to enter
a male-dominated arena.
“As women run for public of
fice, they are asked over and over
again to demonstrate their
qualifications,” Brown said.
“(But) men have a presumption
of qualification.”
See BROWN, page 8

A resolution altering the
grading procedure for an auditted course was passed after its
second reading by the Academic
Senate last week.
The Academic Senate is Cal
Poly’s faculty government.
l^eviously, students auditing
courses would automatically
receive an AU (audit) grade
signifying they attended the
classes and gained a general
knowledge of the subject. The
resolution states that instructors
are authorized to submit a
change-of-grade form to change
the AU to an NG (no grade) for
students who audit a class but do
not meet agreed-upon criteria.
Apparently, the request for a
change in Cal Poly’s audit repor
ting came from the computer
science department last fall. A
memo from John Connely,
chairman of the curriculum
committee for that department,
stated there had been a “number
of instances in which students
have signed up to audit computer

science classes and then either
stopped attending the class or
have done little or no work to in
dicate that any learning has
taken place.”
John Butler, chairman of the
ASI Academic Commission and a
member of the Board of Direc
tors for the School of Business,
explained that most students
who audit a course are doing it to
show experience on 'th eir
transcripts for future job inter
views.
“It seems that students are
going for awhile, but since they
don’t have to take tests or com
plete other assignments (in most
cases), they stop attending but
are still getting credit, in a sense,
for taking the class,” Butler said.
Usually there is an agreement
between a student and an in
structor, either written or oral,
that clarifies the instructor’s ex
pectations of the student.
“I tend to think that the pro
fessor should have some sort of
recourse when a student doesn’t
See AUDIT, page 8

Mountain bikes intrude on area ranchland
Erosion problems, animal abuse
are results of bikers’ disregard

I

By Rob Brockmeyer
StiJf WrXor

Photo courtooy ol John Stochmon

Ruts caused by m ountain bikes are evidence that signs and fences are being ignored as tresspassers leave

Since the advent of the moun
tain bike, bikers have ventured
off Poly Canyon.roads and into
restricted hills. Although Cal Po
ly has made an effort to stop it,
the problem is getting worse.
“More bikers are disregarding
trespassing signs and causing
serious soil damage,” said animal
science professor John Stechman
Thursday. “If riders don’t stop,
the land will erode away during
the next rainfall.”
One mountain bike rider, who
rides Poly Canyon regularly, has
witnessed many riders disregard
signs in order to create new
trails.
“Last week I saw two riders
ignore a ‘no entry’ sign and enter
the Cal Poly Botanic Garden,”
San Luis Obispo resident Les
Freeburg said FViday. “I tried to
stop them, but they kept on go
ing.”

He said he didn’t know their
names, but has seen them before
at Poly Canyon.
The Miossi Ranch, which
shares a boundary fence with the
Botanic Garden, is exhibiting the
worst damage, Stechman said.
Despite additional fencing and
chains, trespassers have created
a downhill run which presents an
erosion hazard and disturbs cat
tle, he said.
‘The bikers’ intnisions are
causing the cattle unecessary
stress,” Stechman said. ‘This
could pose a serious threat dur
ing calving.”
This is not the only case in
which bikers have tormented Cal
Poly animals. There have been
cases of riders trying to grab the
tails of baby lambs and flip them
over.
"1 can’t afford to have our
sheep be unnecessarily harrassSee BIKES, page 8

designated trails and cross onto private and restricted land.

And what of
the 'big guy?'
Reporter Nadya
Williams examines the
idea of "Pogoism," that
"the little guy" is
responsible for the
wrongs of the world.

The day's
highlights...

Running to
victory...

In case you weren't able
to attend all the Civil
Rights Awareness Day
events, w e’ve reported on
a number of the
presentations for you.

The Cal Poly men's and
women’s track teams
will be sending oodles
of people to the national
tourney. Find out just
exactly who's going.

Opinion
M u stan g
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W heelm en defense
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in even pixirer taste by using it
against him. In response to Suzi
Cashman’s letter (May 9), 1
realize being a player’s sister
could cause some bins so I will
add some facts to her letter.
First, Coach Benson has done
very well considering the work
ethic his players are showing
they have, not to mention the
lack of talent he has had to work
with. He has (had) been blessed
with smart players, but not
players with a lot of natural abil
ity. All-American players? Coby
Naess was a slow, small forward
who played adequate defense and
didn’t rebound. Also, when
players, such as Suzi’s brother,
shoot around 60 percent from the
free throw line year after year,
someone obviously isn’t working
on that part of his game. Instead
of firing Beason, Cal Poly should
concentrate on finding athletes
who want to play basketball, get
a good education partially sub
sidized, and learn how to win, on
and off the court.
Michael Foerstel
Business Administration

I am writin); in regard to the
letter
written by John Stechmnn
Doug DiFranco
titled “The vandal bikers” (May
Christine Kohn
8). As a member of the
Wheelmen, I was angered to read
Steve Jones
this letter. I am writing not in
Laura Fleischer
reference
to Mr. Stechman’s
Andrew Ovenden
point,
which
was valid, but in
Adrian Hodgson
defense of the Wheelmen. Since
Jon Rogers
the perpetrators were riding
bicycles, Mr. Stechman inappro
Steve McEntee
priately assumed that they were
Rob Lorenz
members
of the Wheelmen. This
Donna Taylor
is
about
as
absurd as assuming
Peggy Yeyna
that all the people who play
Ed Hein
basketball on campus are
members of the basketball team.
Advarllsing Dir«ctors:
The WTieelmen do not support
Michelle Hertig, Tracy Fowler
the usage of that land outside of
National Acet. Executive:
Kathy Conlan
Poly Canyon and the state pro
Production Manager:
perty that surrounds it. As a Cal
Darin Herahberger
Poly club, we condemn the jump
Account Executives:
ing
of gates, the opening of clos
Sheryl Andereon, Mark Azevedo, Kim
ed
gates, trespassing, running
Carlton, Hope HenneMy, Chria Hewilt,
stop signs, flagrant misconduct
Stan Merriken, Steve Napoli. Janene
Snedeker, Bridget Walsh, Mike Weiser,
or irresponsible riding. The
Herod Lowery (collections)
Wheelmen are primarily an on
Ctaeattiod Advertialng:
road racing group. Since the in
Kathy Conlan, Manager; Cindy Fowler,
terests of our members include
Ellen Claiy, John Turner
road and recreational riding, and
DifMllAffV
yes,
even mountain biking, we
Katie Banlebaugh
Circulation Manager:
try to instill in our riders a sense
Royoe Rippere
of responsibility.
Ceinputer Operallerw:
Ellen Clary
Steve McEntee made some in
David Edwards
UnhreraMy Oraphie Systema:
sightful
observations in his
Biological Sciences
Bill Kertnedy, General Manager, Derek
Commentary,
‘The value of self
Richmortd, Producaon Manager; Mke
ishness”
last
Friday (May 11),
Beaulieu, Paete-up Mattager; Chuck
but let’s try continuing his line of
Oey, Electronic Imaging Manager;
Christine Schlemer, Camera/Stripping
reasoning. If no God exists to
Manager; Jeff Pappas. Sheetfed
create moral guidelines, then it
I
am
tired
of
hearing
Cal
Poly
Managfr; SleveAvery, Web Publications
becomes impossible for anyone to
athletes
whine
and
complain
Manager, Laura Lawton, Sales Manager;
about their coaches. The Cal Poly make an immoral decision. As
Marby Zaouto, Estimator; Red Heesch,
boys (I refuse to use the word Dostoevsky said, “If God is
Adviser.
“Men’s” to describe this group) dead, all is allowed.” In such a
kkMang Daiy is published Monday
basketball team is crying over world, we would all define our
through Friday dunng Fall, Winter and
the treatment they have received own morals, which sounds great,
Spnng quarters by t>e Journalism
from Coach Steve Season. Ask but prevents us from demanding
Departm ent. Unsigned editorials
repreeer*thema|oriqr dewof theEditonal
ing a team to show up to a man others to live in accordance with
Board. Advertising is solely for
datory team study hall isn’t our personal values. So, if we are
informatiortal purposes and does not
what I would call cruel and going to say that morality is
represent an endorsement by the
unusual punishment; especially really subjective, then even
publisher or university. Musmng DaUy
with a team GPA of 1.93 for the Hitler’s actions can’t be con
offices are located in Room 226 of the
quarter.
They gripe that Season demned. Hitler clearly didn’t
Graphic Arts Building, Cal Poly
Universdy, San Lms Obispo, CA 93407.
even makes them run during the value human life as much as we
Telephone: (805) 756-1143
off-season. That’s not asking too might. But with no moral ab
FAX: (805) 756-1279
much either, especially since the solutes, what’s wrong with being
team needs to run to work off a murderer? Honest atheism
The newspaper
forces us to answer, “nothing."
those beer bellies.
While
Season
may
have
done
for Cal Poly,
the wrong thing in buying team Brian Kay
Since 1916,
members beer, I feel the team is Ag Business
in a semicircle, begging on a street comer.
Editors Note: Mustang Daily is pleased to in- “please help us,” the woman said. “We need
troduce a new syndicated columnist to the Opinion money for a place to sleep tonight.” My son grabPage: Robert Maynard, editor of the Oakland bed my hand in a moment of shock at this sight of
Tribuna In an effort to balance our discussion of desperation in a sea of plenty. “Why, daddy, are
cuj^nt national issues. Maynard will replace they on the street like that? Why can’t they find a
William F. Buckley Jr. as a weekly feature for the home?”
second half of the quarter. H’e hope you enjoy it.
We walked along for a while, trying to shake the
sight and make sense of it all. I told him we did not
always have American citizens sleeping on sidew.alks and in doorways of downtown stores. We did
not always have beggars confronting us the way
Robert M aynard weWehaveoncetoday.
housed the p<x)r, I told him, from feder
al taxes. We still do, but not the way we did when I
was his age. In the last decade or so, the gov
ernment reduced its commitment to low-cost hous
ing. Now there is not enough for all who need it.
Shared burden of greed The
least fortunate have no place to live. The
This was one of those glorious days that serve to largest number of pcxir people in America, I had to
remind you of why you ch<x>se to live in California, tell him, are children
The sun was high and bright in a deep blue sky. A By sheer coincidence, two days later, DuBois L.
gentle Pacific breeze gave all the benefits of air Gilliam testified before a committee of the U.S.
conditioning without chemical assault of the at- House of Representatives. He was a close aide of
mosphere.
Samuel R. Pierce, who was secretary of Housing
My smallest child, the 10-year-old, and I were and Urban Development during the entire eight
strolling through Union Square in San Francisco years of the administration of Ronald Reagan,
on a carefree Saturday aftermxm. It was a date to Gilliam told the committee that hundreds of
which we had looked forward for weeks. We had millions of dollars that Congress had appropriated
nothing on our agenda exept fun.
Iiouse the p(x>r had become a massive slush
In an instant, we were caught up in somebody fund. Republicans on the make knew where the
else’s agenda, transported from lighthearted to cash machine was Uxated in the Reagan-Bush adgrim Before our adventure was over, he and I had ministration. It was at HUD.
to shift our talk from sports and shoe shop- There is question as to whether applications were
D ing to politics and poverty.
«^ven on file before Pierce ordered HUD grants to
^ We came suddenly upon her at the comer of meet political obligations of the administration.
Stockton and Geary, the heart of Union Square. A “The Department of Housing and Urban
handsome smooth-skinned woman, she sat on the Development,” Gilliam testified, “was the best
sidewalk with three small children beside her. She domestic political machine I’ve ever seen. We dealt
had a sign declaring, “We are homeless.” We froze strictly in politics.”
See MAYNARD, page 4
at the sight of this average-looking family arrayed
Edlof-m-chiel
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Watch out for Pogoism
The Pogo Fallacy is derived
from a popular cartoon character
of the 1960s and 70s. In a nowfamous 1971 Earth Day cartoon,
Pogo said, “We have met the
enemy and he is us.”
Pogoism, therefore, is esentially a philosophy whereby it’s real
ly “the little guy,” us, the
average citizen, who is ultimately
responsible for the wrongs of the
world. By inference, “the big
guys” get off the hook.
Contrary as it might seem,
Pogoism has much appeal. After
all, who wouldn’t like to avoid
confronting a polluting corporate monolith, in favor of merely confron
ting city hall to recycle newspapers? Pogoism is comforting. It actually
eases our guilt. As long as average citizens can lull themselves into
thinking that by separating their garbage they are “doing their part,”
they are going to tend to not jump on the back of the megapolluters of
the world: big business, governments, the military, etc. Somehow,
maybe the big guys will take a cue from us, and “do their part” t<x).
Guess again!
The trouble with Pogoism is it allots the blame without any sense of
proportion. Most environmentalists are particularly guilty of Pogoism.
Take the recent Earth Week as a g(x>d example. Many major corpora
tions were so happy with the myopic, “save your aluminum cans and
don’t buy styrofoam cups” tenor of the events, that they were the
principle funders of quite a few Earth Days across the country.
Notice how the corporados are falling over each other lately to jump
on the environmental bandwagon? Do you think General Electric (a
major producer of nuclear weapons hardware) would have underwritten
any Earth Days if the planet-threatening subject of nuclear hoUxraust
had been emphasized? Closer to home. Political Science professor
Richard Kranzdorf says, “PG&E is by far the largest polluter in the
county. They refuse to put scrubbers on their Morro Bay smoke
stacks.” Yes, good people of San Luis Obispo, lets recycle our garbage.
But only massive pressure will force the major polluters to clean up
theirs. And lets keep proportion in mind.
I submit that the giant economic and political movers-and-shakers
account for easily 80 to 90 percent of the environmental degradation
and pollution in the world today. The beginnings of Third World envininmental degradation can be firmly placed at the feet of Europi'an
colonialism (i.e. clear cut the forests, put in cash crop plantations, ex
haust the soil, and split when the profits drop).
The Brazilian rainforest is a cose in point. The slash-and-burn pi*asant farmer is to blame, we are told — Pogoism. In reality, the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund made lots of corrupt
generals wealthy enough to buy and deforest large tracts of rainforest.
And guess who bears the burden of repaying the loans and boars the
blame for destruction of the jungle? The impoverished Brazilian p«'asant.
Closer to home — the homeless. Poverty in general is Uxiked upon ns
a personal shame and failure in this country. It’s got to be their fault,
no matter how hard they try — and a lot of working people try very
hard •—it s their fault if they fall between the cracks. Pogoism.
No matter that the cracks have bi'en steadily widening in this counfO'
fhe fact that real family income has steadily dropped since
1972. No matter that back in the early 80s the homeless crisis was
clearly written on the wall with the Reagan administration’s slashing
of the low-income housing budget. No matter that the Republican Par
ty has been ripping off the HUD budget, as editor Robt*rt Maynard
el(X(uently describes in his column on this page.
My 14-year-old daughter was watching Comic Relief last Saturday
night, a fund raiser for the homeless. She felt sorry for these people,
especially the kids. But no one was explaining the Big Picture to her or
to the American public. It’s just another situation we are made to feel
vaguely responsible for. Pogoism.
I m not whining or passing the buck or trying to belittle the sincere
efforts of well-meaning individuals. But hasn’t it become a lot clearer,
that the Enemy is not Us, not unless we’re to blame for trying to sur
vive in the World As It Is.
This is Nadya Williams*second quarter on Mustang Daily.
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Civil Rights Awareness Week
You have
Sexual harassment
forum
held
Stultz was one of three speakers at a respond more quickly to complaints about

Poly policy fails to
adequately address
issue, speaker says

By Moorea Warren
staff Writer

Sexual harassment needs to be seen as
a broad political issue, not just something
that happens to individual people, said
Fred Stultz professor of psychology at
Cal Poly.

sexual harassment forum on Thursday as
part of Civil Rights Awareness Day.
Stultz, who was on a committee that
wrote Cal Poly’s sexual harassment
policy, believes the policy does not give
equal protection to faculty and students
and is confusing.
In society, men have the power, and
women are cut off from this mainstream
of power, Stultz said.
“Sexual harassment on campus has to
do with male power and authority which
is found in the faculty,” Stultz said.
In addition, all universities in general

grading or professors not being in their
offices than to sexual harassment pro
blems. Students always are asked to pro
ve that harassement happened before ac
tion is taken.
“We couldn’t figure out how someone
could attack another’s self-esteem so
much that they would file,” said Patricia
Renshaw, co-president of the local
chapter National Organization for
Women.
NOW has worked with women who
brought sexual harassment charges
See HARASSMENT, page 5

blems,” said Carl Wallace of Student Af
fairs at a discussion on “Recogfnizing
Prejudice.” The lecture was part of Civil
Rights Day.
Wallace began by reading a poem about
a black person in an oppressive world and
about the lack of caring and understan
ding in society.
“Racism is the process of subordinating
others,” Wallace said. It is the feeling of

looking down on others and thinking one
group of people is better than another, he
said.
Sociology professor Tom Pinhey said
racism is acquired.
“Racism is an acquired attitude
towards a certain group of people,” he
said. People are taught racism and pre
judice by their family and their surrounSee PREUJUDICES, page 6

a right...

Speakers: Prejudice allowed to flourish
By Bridiiet Meaney
staff Writar

The associate dean of Student Affairs
and a sociology professor discussed how
racism and prejudice are allowed to
flourish in today’s society in front of a
standing-room only crowd on Thursday.
‘The United States is a racist, sexist
society that is insensitive ... to pro-

MORE THAN
^
A MATTER f /])
OF
BUCK
AND
KA/aV aO’
WHITE

C h ild ren ’s righ ts often overlook ed ,exp ert says
By Laura Daniels

Sti<f W filf___________________

Confusion surrounding the issue of
children’s rights was discussed in the last
hour of Civil Rights Awareness Day on
Thursday.
“Children have the right to nurturance,” said Liz Regan, coordinator of
Cal Poly’s Children’s Center. She added

that children have a right to be treated as
unique individuals without reference to
gender or age.
Regan said there is a great deal of con
fusion surrounding children’s rights
because “children are so invisible.” For
example, who has responsibility for a
child who has AIDS — the parents, the
state government or the federal gov
ernment?

The main problem, Regan said, is
adultism, which she defined as the social
ly sanctioned mistreatment of children.
“Adultism is the oldest form of oppres
sion,” Regan said. “Without social in
struction, people do not naturally hurt
each other, but we are socially trained to
mistreat each other.”
She said the creation of social oppresSee CHILDREN, page 6

JON ROQERS/Mu.tang Daily

Mary Kay Harrington speaks on
reproductive rights for Civil Rights
Awareness Day Thursday. The day’s
events were attended by 713 people.
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B rock C en ter a n d a g rib u sin e ss d e p t
w ill sp o n so r a con feren ce fo r w rite rs
on th e sa fe ty o f Am ericans fo o d su p p ly

Photo in stru cto r captures
‘A Day in the Life of Italy ’
By Mike McMillan
Staft WfHef________________

Cal Poly photography instruc
tor Mark Kauffman recently
returned from Rome, Italy where
he joined 100 of the world’s
leading photojournalists to cap
ture “A Day in the Life of Italy.”
This is the 10th “A Day in the
Life” book in the Collin’s
Publishing Company series, col
laborating the efforts and talents
of photographers from 14 coun
tries.
This is the first time Kauffman
was selected to participate in the
project.
Kauffman’s invitation describ
ed the purpose of the project as
“ creating a superior
photographic document about
Italy and to involve the citizens
of Italy in a celebration of
photography.”

“1 accepted right away,”
Kauffman said. “I was very ex
cited.”
Kauffman, 67, worked for Life
Magazine for more than 20 years
and is recognized as one of the
most accomplished photojour
nalists in the world.
He began teaching at Cal Poly
in 1986.
In Italy, Kauffman joined such
photographers as David Turnly
from the San Jose Mercury News,
the 1989 Pulitzer Prize winner
for best photographer of the
year.
Also selected to work on the
project was Mary Ellen Mark,
who Kauffman said is “the most
fiimous woman photographer in M ark K auffm an
the world.”
“He (Coffiga) expressed his
Upon arriving in Rome, the appreciation for our being there,
photographers, 25 of whom were and he \vished us g(X)d luck,”
Italian, were welcomed by Italy’s Kauffman said.
President Francesco Coffiga.
See KAUFFMAN, page 6

By Rob Brockmeyer
Siati WrKer_________________________

The School of Agriculture will
take a step to inform food writers
about the safety of the nation’s
food supply.
The Brock Center for Agricul
tural Communication and the
agribusiness department will
sponsor a conference titled
“Food Safety: What can we tell
our readers?” on Thursday and
Friday at the Embassy Suites
Hotel.
The conference is designed to
expose food writers and editors
to different opinions about food
safety, and give them a chance to
question industry experts.
At a time when 30 food safety
bills are before Congress and
growers are being forced to
reduce chemical use, the need to
help writers understand these
changes is more critical than
ever.
“I think we are doing the right
thing at the right time,” said
Brock Center director James
Hayes. ‘This is the first attempt
to join together California’s food
writers. They play an essential
role in informing the public about
food safety.”
One of California’s best known
food writers, who has written on
agriculture production’s role in
the food system, is Daniel Puzo
of the Los Angeles Times. Hayes
will present Puzo will a $500 cash
award for his distinguished food
writing.

Daniel Puzo
Puzo, an officer of the national
Newspaper Food Writers and
Editors Association, will give an
address on “How a food writer
looks at agriculture.”
Joining him will be panelists
Arthur Craigmill, toxicology
specialist with UC Davis;
Douglas Okamura, chief of
pesticide enforcement for the
D epartm ent of Food and
Agriculture; Laurie Mott of the
Natural Resource Defense Coun
cil and Sandra Archibald of the
F(K)d Research Institute at Stan
ford.
See FOOD, page 8

MAYNARD

EIG^rial
BooIslDte
STUDENTS WANT PERKS
FOR THEIR MONEY!
V ' C& l P o ly S h u ttle

(leave* tw ice per hour)

>/ - Heated Swimming Pool
V - Weight Room
V - Tennis Court
V • Basketball Court

* Study Room with Computers
- Laundry Facilities
V- Next to Lucky Shopping Center
V - Re-Furnished Apartments

From page 2
Pierce, you may reca. , testified
before the same committee some
months ago. He said HUD was
never involved in politics while
he was at its helm.
Now it appears HUD under
him was nothing but a political
agent of the GOP. Pierce also
denied he interfered in grant
making procedures. The secre
tary not only involved himself in
the grant-making process. Pierce
was the process, according to
Gilliam.
At minimum, then. Pierce ap
pears to have lied to Congress.
That will come as no surprise. He

was not the first member of the
Reagan administration to take
congressional appearances as
opportunities to wax fictional.
Worse will be said of Pierce
and those around him in the
months to come. It can be said
now with benefit of a partici
pant’s testimony that they raped
the T reasu ry to finance
Republican political ambitions.
While they did that, the p<x)r
landed on the street in unprece
dented numbers.
"But why did they do it, dad
dy?” my little one asked again.
“Son,” I had to tell him, “I wish
I knew."

Fast Contacts for SLO People
F R E E .AOScpl disinfcclion system with
this ad on May 12th only.

V
V

O ptom ctric Services o f San L u is O bispo

David A Schultz, O .D .
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear

7 7 8 Ma r s h S t r e e t , S L O

5 4 3 - 5 2 00

WE'RE FILLING UP FAST!

61

BROAD
S T K II E r

Apply in Groups of Four

Reservations Now
Being Accepted

544-7772

1 Mustang Drive

543-4950
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Track

Mustangs look forward to NCAA
Division II championships after
first-place finishes in Riverside
By Neil Pascale
Slatf Wri(»r_________ _

Using the California Collegiate
Athletic Association Conference
Championship as a springboard
to future events, the men’s and
women’s track teams ran off with
first-place finishes last weekend.
After their showings at Uni
versity of California at Riverside,
both teams now look forward to
the NCAA Division II National
Championships in Hampton, Va.,
on May 24-26,
Tallying 186 points, the men’s
team squeezed by CSU Los
Angeles and CSU Northridge for
its first championship title since
1985, Only five of the 32
members on the team are seniors.
The men’s team this year had
eight individual champions, all of
whom are underclassmen, com
pared to three individual cham
pions last year.
“This was two days of
outstanding competition,” said
Tom Henderson, the men’s track
and field coach. “This meet was
the most competitive CCAA
Championship in many years.”
Freshman Gabe Manville won
the high jump with a leap of 6
feet, 9 inches.
In the shot put, sophomore

Chris Carter captured first place
by more than 1 foot.
Another freshm an, Scott
Hempel, finished first in the
1,500 and 5,000 meters.
The Mustangs also took five of
the top six places in the pole
vault. Kevin Rankin vaulted to a
first-place finish with a jump of
16 feet 6 inches.
“This was an incredible meet,”
Henderson said. “It’s been a long
time since we’ve won. The team
wanted it, they fought for it and
they got it!”
The women’s team dominated
the field of six by tallying 45
percent of the total possible
points in the meet.
The women finished with 236
points, 72 points in front of the
second-place finisher, CSU Nor
thridge.
Lance Harter, the women’s
track and field coach, will end his
career at Cal Poly with nine
straight conference titles,
“Generally, we have enjoyed
the ability or luxury to forget the
team scoring battle and just
utilize the CCAA meet as a final
tune-up for the NCAA’s,” Harter
said.
Tune-up or no tune-up, the
women dominated the meet.
In three different events, the

Mustangs occupied four of the
top five spots.
In the 3,000 meters, Melanie
Hiatt, Stephanie Barrett, Jill
Hoffman and Amanda Marks
finished first, second, third and
fourth, respectively,
Barrett’s finishing time of
9:46.68 earned her an automatic
bid into the national champion
ships. Hiatt also qualified for na
tionals in the event at a previous
meet.
The Mustangs also swept the
top three spots in the 800 and
1,500 meters.
Teena Colebrook set a CCAA
record with her first-place finish
in the 800 meters. Her time of
2:04.66 was almost two seconds
faster than the prior record held
by Northridge’s Daroy Arreolai.
Shannon Sweeney finished in
second place and automatically
qualified in the 800 meters with a
time of 2:10.87.
In the 400 meter intermediate
hurdles, Shanin Stevens became
the Division II leader with a per
sonal best time of 61.74.
The 1,600 meter relay team of
Kristin Burnett, Gaby Macken
zie, Stevens and Colebrook plac
ed first and also earned an
automatic bid into the national
championships.

APADTMENT(S

541-3856
1262 Murray Ave., SLO
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5pm -9pm

Mesquite Broiled

HARASSMENT
F ro m page 3

against County Auditor-Con
troller Paul Floyd. Renshaw
mentioned that at first it was
hard to decide what to do when
sexual harassement was alleged.
When the county said nothing
would be done, the group of
women decided to make noise,
Renshaw said.
They held a picket outside the
county building and went to the
board of supervisors, and even
the District Attorney hesitated
about doing something at first,
she said.
Renshaw said that during the
Floyd case, she received a
number of other complaints and
that the story always was the
same. The harassment always
came from a person in power.
“We are dealing with a very
sensitive problem,” said Jorge
Aguiniga who has worked with
sexual harassment cases for the
past 10 years, and who now is
teaching in the political science
department.

Aguiniga pointed out that
sexual harassment is prohibited
by both state and federal law.
In the area of preventing and
resolving sexual harassment
conflict, Aguiniga stressed that
responsiblity falls on manage
ment’s shoulders.
When a suit is filed, manage
ment is named before the
suspect, Aguiniga said.
Many companies believe all
that needs to be done is to write
out a sexual harassment policy,
he said, but this is the first step.
Aguiniga has a 10-point
system to an effective harass
ment policy.
Besides writing the policy, it
must be endorsed by the presi
dent of the company. It must be
clearly stated that any form of
harassment is prohibited and
that punishment will be harsh.
Employees must be educated
about the definition of sexual
harassment, and investigations
cannot be conducted by friends
of the suspect. Also, the in

MORRO BAY
772-1265
927-1441

Precision Power
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Wms. Bros. Shopping
Center
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528-1106

$6.50
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vestigation must be done quick
ly, and the victim needs to be in
formed about the investigation’s
progress. Finally, victims must
ask themselves if it is workrelated, and prevention should be
key.
‘There is no defense for sexual
harassment, and it is not up to
the victim to tell the person to
stop,” Aguiniga said.
Cal Poly’s policy does not con
tain any of the above points.
“People who enforce the policy
may not like it,” Stultz said.
Stultz also pointed out that it
is very difHcult to tell professors
what to do, especially that they
must be educated about sexual
harassment.
Universities and teachers’
unions should work together
since this issue is in both groups’
best interests.
“Women who are now coming
forward are the leaders. They will
weather the storm in order to set
up guidelines for the future,”
Renshaw said.
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To begin, roll up a tortilla. Pick up a tender
piece of polio in the manner detailed above.
Scoop any combination of pinto beans and
salsa onto your tortilla, and alternate bites with
the polio in opposite hand. A sensational taste
experience requiring minimal skill.
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New supercomputer to expand
power, capacity of old mainframe
By Ann Slaughter
Stan Writer

Cal Poly has entered into the
era of supercomputing with the
installation of a new IBM main
frame computer.
The-IBM-3090 model 400 VF
will dramatically expand com
puting power and capacity. It is
among the 15 most powerful
computers in American higher
education.
The IBM-3090 is actually two
200 VF computers. Cal Poly
bought the first computer from
IBM at a discount, said David
Yang, resource director of Cal
Poly information systems. The
second was donated to the uni
versity for a small amount of
money.
At the recent computer system
dedication ceremony. Cal Poly
President Warren Baker said,
“Until now, supercomputing has
been available to our faculty, but
not to our students, and we had

access to only one of the super
computer centers sponsored by
the National Science Founda
tion.”
“We have a lot more capacity
and speed; it’s a much faster
machine,” Yang said. The stu
dents will have a faster turn
around time and the computer
will accommodate a larger pro
gram whereas before it was
limited, he said.
Registration through CAP
TURE will be faster, Yang said.
He said students have come to
him complaining that they only
get one class out of five. The
problem is not how big the com
puter is, it is the times and
number of classes offered, he
continued.
With the acquisition of the
IBM-3090, the Academic Main
f ra me S p e c i a l t y C e n t e r
(AMSPEC) will be able to expand
its services to more CSU cam
puses. “The purpose is to reach
out beyond our campus and to

support other campuses,” said
professor Arthur Chapman,
director of the Cal Poly com
puter-aided productivity center.
“We are the only ones who of
fer mainframe service external
ly,” he said.
Cal Poly and IBM have been
involved in several research pro
jects and they have established a
positive relationship. Chapman
said.
“They (IBM) have become very
generous with their resources to
help education in California,” he
said.
“Having the IBM-3090 at Cal
Poly, will give both faculty and
students many new opportunitities in a broad new range of
supercomputing applications,”
Baker said.
The university will be able to
use new technologies such as im
agining, a process by which
paper documents can be elec
tronically stored updated, viewed
and printed.

children’s rights, Regan said,
have been set by the United Na
tions’ Declaration of Children’s
Rights. They are: The right to be
born healthy; the right to live in
a quadity environment; the right
to have basic needs met and the
right to love.
A joint commission of mental
health experts wanted to see how
the United States measured up
to these international standards,
Regan said. They found:
• About 1 million children are
born each year to mothers who
did not receive prenatal care,
resulting in brain damage or
other harm to the child.
• Thousands of children yearly
have preventable accidents or
diseases because of poor living
conditions.
• Twenty-five percent of children
are malnourished, live in inade

quate housing, go untreated for
medical problems, are educa
tionally handicapped, and will
have marginal work and oppor
tunities.
• Millions of children do not have
their emotional or intellectual
needs met.
Other statistics gpven by
Regan include: 'Twenty percent
of children in the United States
live in poverty; one-half of all
children under age 15 have never
gone to see a dentist; one out of
every 65 infants die a preven
table death because of a lack of
prenatal care; blacks and
Hispanics have a 50 percent high
school drop-out rate in the coun
try; and 20 percent of handi
capped children do not receive
the services to which they are
entitled.

CHILDREN
From page 3
sion comes through stereotyping,
labeling, mai ntaining an
authoritarian rearing style for
children, and the internalizing of
oppressive ideas in the face of
the lack of formal rules regarding
children’s rights.
Regan said students at Cal Po
ly have demonstrated their pro
children’s rights stance, ex
emplified by an upcoming fun
draiser, “Change For Children.”
Sigma Nu fraternity and Alpha
Phi sorority will be placing
receptacles for spare change
throughout campus. The money
raised during the three-week
fundraiser will buy tricycles,
bicycles and wagons for the new
Children’s Center, due to open
next year on Campus Way (near
the Health Center).
Guidelines of globally accepted

KAUFFMAN
From page 4
The shoot took place on April
27, and Kauffman requested and
was assigned to photograph the
restoration of monuments, chur
ches, buildings and works of art.
“I didn’t even have to leave
Rome for the shoot,” he said. “I
haven’t walked so much in
years,” he said, adding that traf
fic in Rome is “unbelievable.”
Kauffman said Rome is where
the world’s foremost restoration
school is located, and he
photographed students working
with hypodermic needles meticu
lously repairing ceilings and
artwork.
Kauffman said he also
photographed the dwelling of St.
Ignasio.
“The Italians are marvelous
people. They were very warm and
helpful,” he said. “I hired an
Italian kid to carry my cameras.”
Kauffman shot 24 rolls of film
that day, and he said if he gets
even one picture in the final
publication he will be pleased.
‘Two would be icing on the
cake,” he said. “The 100
photographers shot about 3,000
rolls that day.”
Kauffman said “A Day in the
Life of Italy” should be in
bookstores by November, in time

for Christmas, and they usually
cost about $40.
He said about 250,000 copies
will be printed, 50,000 of which
will be in Italian.
“About a fourth of the books
will probably be bought by peo
ple collecting the whole series,”
Kauffman said.
Previous “A Day in the Life”
subjects include: Australia,
Russia, China, Spain, America
and California.
Kauffman said the book’s
publisher was pleased to see (. I
senior photographers on the
assignment this year, including ÍÍ I
two of Kauffman’s fellow Life Ì .
Magazine peers, John Loengard
and John Dominis.
‘Tou can’t organize 100 of the
world’s best photojournalists
without including those from
Li/e," Kauffman said.
In his career, Kauffman has 1- :
photographed subjects ranging
from U.S. presidents to Playboy
centerfolds.
In World War II, Kauffman
carried a camera as well as a rifle,
documenting four battles — the
last being Iwo Jima.
ÍI
Kauffman resides in Pismo
Beach and said he plans to con
tinue teaching at Cal Poly in the ? ■
years to come.

PREJUDICES
From page 3
dings. “You have to think of
culture as a language and some
thing you didn’t have when you
were bom.”
Pinhey said people maintain
prejudicial beliefs by telling
racial jokes and through
stereotypical roles of minorities
in movies and television shows.
“Prejudices don’t go away,” he
said. “It’s also what we learn
outside of the family.”
One example Pinhey gave as a
movie that is stereotypical
toward blacks is Birth of a Na
tion, made in the early 1900s, in
which blacks are shown as dumb,
violent and destructive.

He also cited the film The
Fiendish Plot of Dr. Fu Manchu
as gi ving a poor view of Asians.
One question Wallace asked
the audience was “why do we
celebrate Columbus Day?
“We celebrate Columbus Day
because Columbus ‘discovered’
America,” he said. “Now go try
and tell that to Native Ameri
cans who were here before Col
umbus ever got to America.”
Wallace said racism must end,
adding that one way to end pre
judice and racism is by teaching
others about equality and the
lack of racism. “A part of the
education has to start in the
black community and in the
black church,” he said.
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2 Bedroon Furnished Apartments
Schcx)l Year Lease - Sept. 1 to June 30
$775.00 Per Month
3 Person O ccu p a n cy
1/2 mile to Cal Poly Campus
C able T.V., w ater, trash provided
G arbage and Storage Units

CONTACT Dan at 543-6819

TAXI

-DELIVERS545-TAXI

Pizza* Calzone «Salads

SAVE
40 -5 0 %
MAY
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ElCbrral
Bookstore

Macintosh • LaserWriter
Desktop Publishing
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Printing • Laminating
FAX Service
Binding • Padding
Self Serve Copiers

Wfe Do M u ^ Hot«

»

17-D Chorro St./SLO

n544-3625 I
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Classified
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Campus C^ybs
■SKI CLUB*
FinalMtg-Wed5/16-8pm-A/Cl 10
SandSkl.slides, munchies

!!AMA!!

81 ECIAL GUEST FROM NIELSEN MRK
Tl lES 11:00 ARCH 225! JOIN US
IN SANTA BARBARA FOR OUR SPRING
TOUR"CALL KEN 756-4336
CAL POLY MOUNTAIN BIKE CLUB
VIEDNESDAY NITE RIDES
E ery Wed at 5:30PM
M 'et at entrance to Poly
(J.inyon. Everyone welcome
lE/EL SPRING BANQUET
Friday May 18th at Madonna Inn
Cocktails 7pm Dinner 8pm
Tickets $10 non-members
$8 member
Live Entertainment, m li^le with
Industry!' Tickets at lE/^L office

Join FMA

for our special guest Speaker
NANCY NEWMAN who will be
speaking on opportunities at
DEAN WITTER

LUCASFILMS!!!

i

SAM PRESENTS GUEST SPEAKER
WILLIAM SCHAURNINGHAUSER, FROM
tUCASFILMS, THURS11AM
I P ENG 123
I^ERYONE WELCOME!!!
_

PCE

POSTER DESIGN

$100, Gratuity for chosen design.
Poster will be used for exciting
new campus recycling program
Designs due June 22 For info,
and specifications Call 546-4607

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES&EDUCATION
BOARD OF DIRECTOR ELECTIONS
NOMINATIONS 5/22 8PM 52-E45
CALL MAGGIE FOR INFO 543-7505
What's the most romantic way to
Show your date the evening stars'’
Take a ride in a horse-drawn
carriage. Fri nights at the Apple
Farm Inn, 5pm-10pm Resv 544-2042

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE ’
Oakley, Rayban,Vuarnet,Bucci,
Suncloud and lots more. 10°o
off with your student ID card
at the Sea Barn Avila Beach

CARRICK.KATHLEEN,NANCY,KATHY
Thanks for the super job you
did in the triathlonllLove SK
CONGRATS TO

BETA THETA PI

SOFTBALL CHAMPS_______________
PILIPINO CULTURAL EXCHANGE
CONGRATULATIONSMKAO!
EETING THIS WED' Bldq 10 Rm 223
TO ALL OUR GREEK WEEK
7pm
^
PARTICIPANTS! YOU'VE DONE A
GREAT JOB! TEAM TRIATHLON AND
TEAM BIKE YOU GIRLS ARE STUDS!
LY SCI CLUB & PI SIGMA ALPHA” ” ' “ ‘ LETS KEEP IT UP'_________________
MANDATORY MEETING W/ ELECTIONS
Congratulations'
^URS 5/17 IN AG 227 AT 11 00
The sisters of Kappa Alpha
Theta would like to wish
Bill Radding and India Sachs
AY 16 WED 730 BLDG 13-118
best wishes and continued
happiness on their recent
pinning ! Good Luck'
Till' Perfect gift for
GAMMA PHI!!!
lur graduate Friends,
GREEK WEEK 90
[sharp, professionally written
:SUME'
' a graduate the best gift of
Good going ZETA cyclers, runners
•a Resume written by a marand tri-athletes you've done us
^ting communications profesproud-ZTA there's no stopping us
i' al to get the job they've
now
'ked so hard for Gift Certi-ficates availHEY SIGMA K A P ^ '
773-1615
WE HAD A GREAT TIME N CARMEL'
THANKS!
-THE BETAS'TEAM DING BAT SURFBOARD REPAIR
jlpiy Discount Call Rick2549-9913‘
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Our kite is flyino high!
Positions open
Just do it! Greek Vwekf___________ ____
for all schools Apps from Linda Lee in
PhiDelts,SigmaNu,AOPi Thanks for ROCK'N
ULI217A ElectionsonMay 21 Apps Due 18th
the cafe
with us on Saturday! The
r
ASI PRESIDENT ELECT
Thetas had a great time!
_________

Ì

;CE MEETING

i

* SURF SURF*

ASI FINANCE

^ ADAM TAYLOR
I

IS accepting applications for
executive officers
INFO. AND APP. IN UU 217A
MUST BE IN BY: THURS, MAY 17

ATTENDING SCHOOL THIS SUMMER‘S
KO KIN G FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
^ 1 Poly s Residence Halls
^ a y be the answer for you
venient to class
;^en all summer
all now,Housing Office xl225
ap Thrills & Recycled Records
T85 Marsh, SLO pays the most cash
toi used Cassettes, CDs, LPs, vgs
K * d out what It s like to be a
FIRST YEAR TEACHER' Attend panel
on WIed May 16 at 7pm in Arch 100
Sponsored by SCTA- all welcome'

LD SUPPORT

GROUP MEETING
Thur May 17 6 to 7 30 in UU219
^ '1 xt395 for iTxxe info
Looking for a friendly,helpful
•oommate? Get yourself an IBM
Personal System/2 Itl! help you
turn out term papers and reports
(aster and better It s easy to
learn and fun to use Special
a(uden! prices at your IBM campus
outlet

M u s t a n g D a il y
C l a s s if ie d s

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
^ILDFLOWER VOLUNTEERS
fHANK YOU FOR HELPING
r/ithout you, it never
VAiuld Have been'""

SIGMA KAPPA

Awesome job with Greek S I n g I t ___
TERRY FASEL!
CONGRATS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO
SARA JANE GRANT
•YOUR BROS IN BETA

ZETA

psrs

ARE N0.1
GREEK WEEK 19901
KROP

B-B-QUE
FUNDRAISER

Alcohol-free fun, games, prizes'
Support Casa Solana Wbmen s
alcofK>l recovery home Cuesta Park
Sat 5/26 1-4 489-8555 for info

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

TOM DELUCA

Comedian-hypnotist
Fri June 1 8pm
Chumash $5 stud
CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St,
546-8447

Services
PORTRAITS, High Quality-Low Prices
Senior Modeling, Etc, Greg 541-0135

Logo Design for Women's Resource
Center of SLO needed-$50 Reward!!
Call 544-9313 Write Logo Contest,
Women's Resource Center, 1160
Marsh, SLO 93401 Deadline 6/1/90

ABRACADABRA' WORD PROCESSING
‘ Senior Projects "Papers 5 4 9 -0 ^ 1 _
Academic Typing-S/P-Call PRÒTYPEPatty-544-1783-Laser Printer __

FOR SALE
NEW SURFBOARD-$110
THULE BIKE RACKS- $80
SCHWINN BIKE FRAME-$50
W CRANK & POST 543-3756__________
GTE MERCURY 200 CELLULAR PHONE
WITH MICROPHONE $425
NAKAMICHI AM/FM CASSETT DECK
TD-500 $425
CALL JERRY 543-0702

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING
541-4214 PROJECTS,PAPERS FROM
$2 doublespaced page Resumes
from $ j0 MARCY _
____
Annie's Typing 545-9748'466-3902
LASER PRINTER W O R D P ER F^T FAST
C W. LAVELLE SECRETARÍAL SERVICES
WP,Sr. Projects,etc,528-5830___________
E X ^R fW 0R D PR Ó c¥s^SlÑ G PAPERS
& PROJECTS, BE^KY 549-02^4
FAST QUALÍTY SERVICE MACINTOSH
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP-CALL KAREN 544-2692
_
R&R Word Processing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

Ride to school in style' 1983
Yamaha 180 scooter for sale New
clutch and rear tire, freeway
legal. Only 7,000 miles. $750 obo
call Brian at 541-5470 afler 6pm

UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Applications are now available
in UU 212 Gel involved and make a
difference in your University
Union!

1980 Célica 80K,Great Cond.Dependable Air Con.AM/FM $2700 542-0951
1986 FORD RANGER PU 72.000 Ml
FUEL INJECTION $3,900 481-4049

Mop«te& Oyete
'82 YAMAHA VIRAGO 750cc
9.7K/mi. $850 544-9261-JeH

JOBS IN
COMMUNITY

SERVICE MARKETINGIIt THE SERVICE
IN LEARNING TEAM Is
seeking BRIGHT people in the
schools of PS&E,ARCH,ENG,&AG to
help peers get involved w/
COMMUNITY SERVICE must be 2.5GPA
w an interest in PART-TIME job
for 90-91 academic year See Sam
Lutrin in UU217 or call x2476
Looking for enthusiastic person
with 35 mm camera & car to work
weekends for photo service
Intennews May 17,Call 544-2838
MCAT, LSAT GMAT, GRE INSRTRUCTORS
National Tost Prop, Co Teach Our
course on campus Pt teaching exp
Hight Test Scores Reg 805-685-5767
STILL LOOKINg T o R THAT PERFECT
SUMMER JOB? SPEND A SUMMER IN
THE SOUTHERN SIERRA MTS COOKS &
KITCHEN HELPERS NEEDED FOR A PRI
VATE RESIDENT CAMP 6/18 thru 9/2
EXPER IN FOOD PREP HELPS BUT
HARD WORKERS & ENTHUSIASM MOST
IMPORTANT INGREDIENTSIROOM BOARD
& GOOD SALARY, CALL JAMESON
RANCH CAMP 805-536-8888__
_
Student Gallery Director.
UniversityArtGallery.$6/hr,6-10hrs
week begin Fall 1990. AppI deadline
5/21 Details available at Art&
Design Dept Office (Dexter, 170,
756-1148)
___
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY
SOUTHWEST GAS CO. ON campus May
23
Looking (or summer hire for 1990
It Intersted see us then on call
Jack McCaffery at 619 951-4023 in
Victorville. CALIF, office
EOEM/F HANDICAP
UU INFO DESK IS HIRWG'"
Needed Polite & fnerKlIy persons
lor desk attendents & student mgr
positions Apply g ASI Business
Office. UU212. 8am-5pm position
doses May 17th Training to
begin this qtr for smr fall jobs
Wanted Registered MSCC intern to
work for Center for New Direc
tions Hours signed off in grow
ing dynamic private practice
Call Adam Van Dyke M A for
interview appointments 541-0553

For Sate
CASH for comics 8> gaming itemsSub Comics. Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735

NAGEL & Mukai

N C 7-15 $160 1-6 $250-450
Mukai FROM $225 KEVIN 544-9548

NEW TIRES/SHOCKS
BRAKES GOOD COND
3900 OBO JEFF
549-0575

NEED A CAR?? LOOK AT THIS!!!
'81 VW RABBIT DIESEL-XLNT COND
AC,SUNRF.MORE!-$2200 542-0334

F RMMATE SMMR ONLY $150/NEGOT
FURN! CLOSE! NEW LOOKING APT'
QUIET! A MUST SEE! KIM 545-8974
F RMMT WANTED OWN RM GRT HOUSE
FUN RMMTS PRICE NEG-SMR SBLT5459552________________________________
F Sublet Needed to share rm 4
summer at Kris Kar Apts.POOL,HOT
TUB.BBQPits.Micro Close to Poly,
$238/m,Neg Jana 541-9238__________
Female Roommates Needed to
share house 1/2 miles from Poly
for summer Call 541-1077
Females needed to share furnished
co-ed house close to campus/280
single/ 210 shared -t- utils June
to June lease Can sublease for
summer call Jaime 549-9620
Females to share Furnished Apt
must be neat non-smoker from
6/15/90to6/15/91 shared room212 00
or single 366 month 546-0747___________
Fm Roommate to share beautiful
MB House Own room non-smoker
Quiet $300 Available Sum90-Sum91
Must see' 7729622____________________
Homemate wanted-Nonsmkg, mature,
tidy fern looking for same.Own rm.,
ful furn $288 mo 6/90-6/91 541-3208
VERY TIDY FEM LOOKING FOR SAME
OWN ROOM FUL FURN $288 MO 541-3208
Male Rmmte needed to share rm at
PINE CREEK start Fall 1990
$235 mo Call DANAN 545-8877
Own rm in 2bdrm apt close to Poly
water & trash pd 275 mo 549-9115
OWN R(X)M IN HOUSE ONLY 266 MO
Female neat, nonsmoker
Call Lon or Noreen 528-8113
Quiet, clean fm rmmt to share rm
beg fall qtr at Pinecreek S222*
utl Furnished Room*Call X4488

2 Bd 2 Ba Mobile Home students ok
$44.900 - 3BR 2BA Laguna Lake area
$235.000- 3BR 2BA Foothill $299,000
5BR 3BA Near Poly $439,000-many
others avail, call Jim 541-5101 or
541-1921 Century 21 Team Realty
AAA'BEST PrI c ED CONDOSI iJ hOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FOR FREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370, Farrell Smyth
Close to down town-Victorian home
plus 2 income units-lg lot $379.000________
Condo-end unit-2bdrm. 1 1/2 bath.
Ig. deck plus more! $167.000.____________
Student rents are going through
the roof in the fail! Why pay rent
when you can own your own condo for
what you would pay for rent‘’ -have
appreciation and tax write off too
1 Bdrm, iBth condos in charming
setting,lots of open space--16 mm
to Poly, in Atascadero Starting at
$65,000-Financing avail. Call Three
Stars Real Estate 466-7544.Open Sat
& Sun 5525 Capistrana Atascadero______
Two 3-1- Bdroom. 3 Bath Homes inSLO
$229.500 & $269.900 Also, close
to Poly-3BR-i- Family room $272.500
-I- 2 BR on Foothill $250.000 Many
more" 13 years experience with
Cal Poly students families.Call
(805) 544-8530 SHAPIRO REALTY
WANT YOUR OWN PLACE’’ TWO 48ft-One
BDRM MOBILEHOMES FOR SALE
274 Higuera 7&9 541-3239 Ton
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RM IN LG HSE $280-300 AVL 6 20
SUBLET NEGOT ELIZABETH 5446056

ROOM IN HSE.
NEXT TO POLY
$220MO. AVAIL.
NOW 544-8585.

S £R V ^

WINDOW TINTING Quality 3M Film
at SAN LUIS CUSTOMS 543-7878

TOMESTIC SERVICES
LIMOUSINE SERVICE

SUBLET Avail 6'15 Fem.no smoke
10 min from Poly All util pd $275
/mo. KIM X4243 or ALLISON x3711
Summer Sublet
3 rooms in house close to Poly
washer dryer.great garden for
laying out $200 mo 5l50dep
Available Jun 7

For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

RESUMES

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE

Wanted funloving F roommate to
share 3 bedrm house Own bedroom &
bath included Call 541-8618
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2-3-485 BEDRM HOMES AVAILABLE FALL
& SUMMER QUARTER CALL MARGUE
RITE
541-3432____________________________
3 Bedroom-2 1/2 Bath CondoNearPoly
$1200/mo-10mo lease starting
S e pti. Condo w/yard to be totally
remodeled this summer-new carpet,
new appliances. New cabinets, etc
to see pre-remodeled condo
call 543-8370 or leave message
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts §44-7772_________
ATTN CO-OPers Fm grad Dec
looking to rent smr/fall qtr
call Kris 549-8339
Cedar Creek Student Condo-2 bdrm,
2 bth-walk to school,pool,rec.room.
965-1775-Avail. July 1 - Aug 31.
CONDO FOR RENT-FOR SUMMER
SCHOOL
CALL MARISSA 485-5378
FREE RENTAL LISTS
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
1411 MARSH ST SUITE 101 543-2636
LOVELY Ig HOME
2bdl Rm$180 each Isgl RM$200 Summr
Close ToCampus&MKT-LgKit BkYard
-1 1.'2Bath-CallChericeSoon756-3183
Summer sublet-NEW spacious down
town studio.ideal tor two people.
Clean/bright, W/D.$600/mo. 542-9780
UPSTAIRS SUITE IN NICE HOME Share
Kitchen. $375/Mo. Minor Chores in
xchange 544-1519 eves.2BR Condo
Avail, in June $775. 544-8530dys
Why sublet A Room when you can
RENT for Sum&Schoolyr. (jail
Greg at 549-0870

For sale Red women's 10-speed Bike
Great Cond. $30 OBO Susan:545-8501

84 CHEVY S-10
GOVERNMENT JOBSS 16,040-$59,230/yr
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext,R-10081 for current federal list
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$59,230/yr
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext, R-10081 for current federal
list.

w
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Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews'
773-1615

Los Osos Mini Storage sizes vary
4x10,5x10,6x10 5x6.4x6,etc 528-8118

TUTORMG
FRENCH & RUSSIAN ALL LEVELS
544-7460

1
CONSHA S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
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South K orean stu d en ts riot to protest governm ent
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — About 300
radical students demanding the ouster of
President Roh Tae-woo hurled firebombs and
rocks at riot police in front of a Seoul univer
sity Monday; police responded with tear gas.
Students at Seoul’s Hankuk University of
Foreign Studies shouted “Oust Roh Taewoo!” at police who tried to disperse the
demonstration.

Similar anti-government protests involving
several hundred students were reported in
the southern cities of Kwangju and Iri.
It was not known whether there were any
arrests or injuries.
Students demanded that Roh’s gigantic
new ruling party be disbanded and a public
mandate be held on the merger, which
brought Roh’s old ruling party together with

two opposition groups. The coalition was
formed early this year.
Roh’s government is under mounting
public fire for economic failures that have
triggered inflation and pushed up housing
costs. Roh’s popularity is at an all-time low.
About 100,000 militant students and
dissidents joined in last Wednesday’s pro
tests in Seoul and 16 other cities.

FOOD
From page 4
‘The panelists will open the
writers’ minds to consumer
needs,” said agribusiness pro
fessor Phillip Doub. “Realizing
what consumers think will help
writers take the food industry in
directions that it hasn’t taken.”
The food industry has been
financially hurt because it has
been relatively ignorant of con

sumers’ concerns, Doub said, and
if consumers feel something is
unsafe, they simply will not buy
it.
The increased sophistication of
food testing has caused the
public to be more skeptical about
food safety. Advanced testing
methods for carcinogens are so
sensitive that they can measure a
chemical in parts-per-million.

“As soon as people hear that
something has the least bit of
chemicals in it, they are scared to
death to eat it,” Doub said.
“Chemicals are in almost all
foods, but most of them are in
safe amounts that can’t hurt
anyone.”
For example, 100 cups of coffee
have enough caffeine to kill
someone, but no one drinks 100

cups at once.
Industry representatives from
the California Egg Council,
Helena Chemical and the Ar
tichoke Growers Association will
be at the conference to exhibit
their food safety procedures.
Students and faculty members
are welcome to attend Friday’s
event to observe the exhibits and
listen to speakers, Hayes said.

tween the student and instructor.”
Student representatives on the
Academic Senate tried to make
this contract more specific for
the benefit of both students and

teachers, but their attempts were
ignored, Butler said.
“I am very disappointed that
the amendment to more clearly
define the agreement between
students and teachers was
disregarded in the final resolu

tion,” he said.
The resolution altering audit
grading was passed by the Aca
demic Senate; however, it is
awaiting the approval of Presi
dent Warren J. Baker before it
will go into effect.

AUDIT
From page 1
follow through with the commit
tment that he or she has made,”
Butler said.
The resolution states that “an
audit grading symbol may in
dicate that a contract exists be-

BROWN
From page 1
Women have a more difficult
time fundraising as well, often
having to act like “one of the
boys,” she said. “Unfortunately,
... whoever raises the most
money wins.”
Brown said that one female
stereotype she doesn’t mind is
that women are perceived as be
ing careful with money. ‘That
works to my advantage,” she
said, when she tells audiences
about her “coupon-clipping fami
ly.”
Though some would see
Brown’s family name as a hin
drance to her campaign, this
candidate said she sees it as
another advantage.
“I’m proud of my family’s
contributions to California and
our tradition of public service,”
she said.
“As a candidate I have three
assets: the fact that I’m a
woman, the fact that I’m a
Democrat and the fact that I’m a
Brown.”

BIKES
From page 1
ed,” said animal science pro
fessor Rob Rutherford. “We have
enough problems protecting the
sheep from other predators.”
Last year, several Serrano
Ranch sheep were wrongly bred,
because bikers had left livestock
gates open. White-faced ewes
were bred with black-faced rams,
producing speckled-colored off
spring. Because of this. Cal Poly
will be missing high-quality ewes
fur six years, Rutherford said.
Although these occurrences of
damage are increasing, not much
has been done to stop the bikers.
‘The School of Agriculture has

tried to post warning signs, but
most of the canyon still isn’t
clearly marked,” Stechman said.
‘We need to take more action
soon.”
One solution, Rutherford said,
might be to hold a town meeting
of bikers and members of the
School of Agriculture. This
would enable both parties to
communicate and arrive at a
conclusion, he said, and help
determine where signs should be
posted.
“I think if we educate the
riders about what damage they
are doing, then maybe they will
stop,” Rutherford said. “We
need to start somewhere.”

Picture This...

Macs to the Max!
8 bucks an hour

_______ ,1
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850 Foothill • University Square • 7 till Midnight • 541-COPY

HKV DORM STl D K M S, WHKRK YOl
(ÎONNA LIVK NKXT YKAR?

Is there a picture you've seen
printed in Mustaus^ Daily
that you wish you could
have your ow n copy of?
Well, you can! We'll print you a 5" x 7' or 8'' x 10" glossy
of your favorite shots! Costs are $5 and $10 respectively.
Call Jon Rogers at the Daily for more info (756-1143), or
stop by the Daily office in Graphic Arts 226 to kxik at the negatives.

1 Mustang Drive

543-4950

Have your own copies of the news, features and sports events
that shaped the 1989-90 school year!

